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accompaniment to five songs in thirty-six hours, which later became Cinq mélodies populaires grecques. In 1909, three years after the publication date, the Greek songs were performed as part of a concert in London and were very well received.

Cinq mélodies populaires grecques are all strophic artistic folk arrangements. Many of the songs are in ancient modes, which give them a traditional Greek sound. Scored for voice and piano, the five songs tell stories of love – unrequited, passionate, religious, and familial. “Chanson de la mariée” takes place on the morning of a wedding. The simple duple meter along with the emphasis on the off-beats and repeating bass line sustain the excitement throughout the piece. The reiteration of the dominant D, along with the open fifth played in the accompaniment, accent the thrill that the couple feels on that morning. Short, decorative “grace” notes are pervasive throughout this song cycle and give it an authentic Greek sound.

The reverent sound of “Là-bas, vers l’église” is evident by the melancholic G-sharp-Phrygian mode. The first word “là-bas,” meaning “over there,” begins the song with a leap, hinting a movement away from the starting point. The piano also adds a degree of solemnity with the quietly rolled chords. This song is an inward reflection and displays the importance of the church in traditional Greek society.

There is a quick change of pace with the third song, “Quel galant m’est comparable.” The major key and the fast tempo show us the excitement of the narrator, who brags to everyone about his various weapons and manliness. The piano adds energy and dance-like music in its interludes. A slowing of the rhythm and a change in dynamics emphasize the final words, “and it is you that I love.” As soon as those tender words are gone, the manly façade reappears in the accompaniment.

The ever-popular theme of unrequited love steals the show in the fourth song, “Chanson des cueilleuses de lentisques.” A woman longingly sings of the handsome, angelic man whom she loves. The piano accompaniment here is sparse but it supports the overall mood of the piece, particularly at the beginning with its sustained chords. The accompaniment pattern stops right before she calls him an angel, as if she has just seen him and is stunned by his appearance. As the accompaniment comes back, reality sets in.

Not one to end on a bad note, Ravel wraps up the cycle with the animated “Tout gai!” Both the text and the accompaniment reflect the general giddiness, as does the meter, often changing between duple and triple. Ravel’s setting of the text is to assign a syllable per note; this person is too happy to spend too much time on one word! The final “Tra la la la la la” indicates the happiness and satisfaction of the maja.
section because of its angry text. She is pouring out her heart and emotions about this man that has tricked her – but she will get back at him, even if she has to chase him all over Spain.

“El Majo timido,” sung by a maja, is the story of a timid majo. The maja ridicules him for not being brave enough to declare his love for her. Though he stops by her house, she can only get a sigh from him. This fast, strophic piece sets the mood with the accompaniment in the first few bars. The maja rants about this intriguing boy but she quickly gets over him. The piece begins and ends with the piano playing the same running eighth-note pattern in octaves, illustrating the poor majo’s steps away from the girl, while also showing the maja’s waning interest in him.

The accompaniment is the most striking feature of the song “El tra la la y el punteado,” which is the story of a strong maja who will not give into her partner’s incessant questioning. The ternary (ABA) form of the piece is delineated partly by a change in keys, from A major to A minor, ending in the original key. The piano establishes the irritation that the woman has with her lover by beginning with staccato, running eighth notes. Section B is almost dance-like; she could be waltzing slowly while singing this to her lover. The musical highlight of this piece is when she puts her foot down, kindly but firmly, by saying that despite his relentless interrogation, she will not be intimidated. Not one to be bothered, she laughs him off with a “tra la la la la la!”

Cinquième mélodies populaires grecques

• Chanson de la mariée
• Là-bas, vers église
• Quel galant m’est comparable
• Chanson des cueilleuses de lentisques
• Tout gai!

A Frenchman who fell under the spell of Goya’s majas, Maurice Ravel identified strongly with the Spanish culture because of his mother’s Basque heritage. Born in Ciboure, Basses-Pyrénées, France, in 1875, Ravel’s music talents were encouraged by his father, who played piano. He began his studies at age seven at the Paris Conservatoire. The most renowned of his teachers was the great Gabriel Fauré, who remained his principal mentor in composition.

In 1904, musicologist Pierre Aubry intended to give a lecture recital on songs of the oppressed Greeks and Armenians. A member of Les Apaches, Michel Dimitri Calvocoressi, a Greek linguist, poet, and writer, did Aubry the favor of providing some Greek folk songs for the lecture and phonetically taught them to the singer Louise Thomasset. A condition of her accepting this gig was that she would need accompaniment to perform – thus, Ravel became involved. He composed the

We Praise You
We praise you. We adore you. We glorify you. We bless you

You Ask That I Forget you? Fear Nothing, My Beloved
You ask that I forget you? You can advise me to give myself to her? And you want that while I am still alive? Ah no! My life would be far worse than death! Let death come, I await it fearlessly. But how could I attempt to warm myself to another flame, to lavish my affections on another? Ah! I should die of grief! Fear nothing, my beloved, my heart will always be yours. I can no longer suffer such distress, my spirit fails me. You sigh? O mournful sorrow! Just think what a moment this is! O God! I cannot express myself. Barbarous stars, pitiless stars, why are you so stern? Fair souls who see my sufferings at such a moment, tell me if a faithful heart

You Are Like a Flower
You are like a flower so lovely and beautiful and pure I look upon you, and sorrow steals into my heart

For me, should my hands lay softly upon your head, Praying, that God keep you so pure and beautiful and lovely

The Loreley
I do not know, what it should mean, That I am so sad, A fairy tale from olden times, I cannot get it out of my mind. The air is cool and it grows dark, And the Rhein peacefully flows; The top of the mountain sparkles In the sunset.

The most beautiful maiden sits There mysteriously above, Her golden jewelry sparkles, she combs her golden hair. She combs it with a golden comb And sings a song with it. It has a wondrously powerful melody.
The boatman in the small boat
I will never in my lifetime forget Goya
No hay lo que me ve y suspiro se va calle abajo
That is not a female or girl or woman
If I could ever have someone who loves me like he loved me
I never again met another person

The noble and beloved image
Who today betrayed me;
I am nervous, without the serenity,
Who, as soon as he sees me, sighs and continues down the street
Oh, what a boring man,
If he comes today, looks at me, and is not inspired,

And, if it is necessary,
If he lives his life this way,

I never again met another person
Who would lie more than that man
I am entertaained.
If it is necessary, I will never stop running after him, throughout all of Spain.

No hay hembra ni maja o señora
Si hoy llega me mira

Si hay llego me mira

Si hey llego me mira

Si hay llego me mira

Más venturas ni dichas yo.

If he comes today, looks at me, and is not inspired.

If he lives his life this way,

Si hey llego me mira

Si ay llego me mira

Si ay llego me mira

Si ay llego me mira

Si ay llego me mira

Si ay llego me mira

The boatman in the small boat
Seizes it with fierce sorrow,
He sees not the rocky reef,
He looks only upwards into the heights,
I believe, the waves will devour,
In the end, the boatman and the boat,
And this through her singing, the Loreley has done.

Bothman at the fence and looks at me by the moonlight
Who, as soon as he sees me, sighs and continues down the street
Who has been hurt by her lover.
The B section is harmonically more complex than the A

Tonadillas
- La Maja de Goya
- Callejeo
- El Majo timido
- El Tra la la y el puentade

Tonadillas, a song cycle, was an ode to the painter Goya, whom Granados admired for his nationalist style and apt representation of Spanish life. Granados was drawn to Goya’s interpretation of majas with large dark eyes and “Arabic eyebrows.” Goya was known for his passionate, almost aggressive personality, as well as for his various love affairs, many of which are represented in Granados’ music. In his notebook entitled Apuntes y temas para mis obras, Granados drew several figures of “majas” and “majos” in the style of Goya, which served as inspirations and later the titles of some of the songs in Tonadillas. Meaning “little songs” in Spanish, the tonadilla was a popular song style in Madrid in the eighteenth century.

The songs of Tonadillas revolve around one common theme: love. “La maja de Goya,” the story of a woman who will never forget her lover, Goya. Recurring sixteen-note triplets add Spanish flair to the song. There are also accents on the words that describe various types of women, such as on the words “hembra,” “maja,” and “señora,” indicating that none of Goya’s lovers could ever forget him. The musical highlight of the song is when the the maja reaches the word “mas” meaning “more,” sung on a high G. She will never want more if she could find just one more person who would love her like Goya did. After this moment, she returns to the initial melody and remembers Goya in a happier light.

Melodic ornamentation in the Spanish and Arabic styles also links the piece. Written in binary (AB) form, the first piece, “Callejeo,” is sung by a woman who has been hurt by her lover. The B section is harmonically more complex than the A
**Buch der Lieder III**

- *Du bist wie eine Blume*, S. 287

**Buch der Lieder I**

- *Die Loreley*, S. 531

The world’s first “rockstar” was born on October 22, 1811, and died on July 31, 1886. Franz Liszt, a Hungarian pianist, composer, and conductor, sparked an era called “Lisztomania” in 1842. Having shown musical talent at the age of six, Liszt began taking music lessons from his father, Adam, a singer, cellist, and pianist. He gave his first recital at age nine, after which his career quickly progressed. Liszt went to Vienna at age 10, where he studied composition with Salieri and piano with Czerny. A friend of the great composers Berlioz and Chopin, Liszt’s connections extended to the great Ludwig van Beethoven. Though primarily known for his virtuosic piano compositions, Liszt also composed books of songs, each labeled as a *Buch der Lieder*, set to texts by famous poets such as Heinrich Heine.

The third Book of Songs was dedicated to the Princess of Prussia. “Du bist wie eine Blume” was written in 1843 and is a good example of the freedom of the vocal line for which Liszt’s Weimar songs are known. Each stanza of the poetry has different music, making this a through-composed song. Written in the key of A major, the joyful sound of this key signature supports the amorous nature of the text. The light piano accompaniment also creates a sense of awe and gentleness.

Inspired by his first wife, Marie d’Agoult, “Die Loreley” was composed during Liszt’s time in Weimar, Germany, in November 1861. Originally written for orchestra and voice, and then later transcribed for piano, the text describes the Loreley, the mermaid who sings the most beautiful song anyone has ever heard, luring sailors into her deadly trap. This ternary (ABA) piece reflects the confusion that the sailor feels when he hears the siren’s dangerous song. The piano keeps the piece moving and adds the fairytale-like mood of the melody. The vocal line of this song echoes the alluring voice of the siren. The accompaniment is instrumental in portraying the journey of the sailor and the siren’s effect on him.

One of Liszt’s intentions in writing this song was to show the difference between real and ideal. He also felt that the world of an artist had two very different sides to it: the “high and noble calling” and the “every day concert life.” This song’s purpose is to show how life as an artist can be so alluring, like the siren’s song, yet in reality, it is not as romantic as it seems. “Die Loreley” is an aural journey through the mythological explanation for the death of men at sea.
"Laudamus Te"
A great way to get parents' attention is to have an extraordinary talent. Johann Sebastian Bach, the eighth and final child in a family of musicians, was born on March 2, 1685, in Eisenach, Germany, and died on July 28, 1750, in Leipzig. Due to unfortunate circumstances, though, Bach became an orphan by the age of ten. However, his eldest brother took him in and gave him music lessons. J. S. Bach taught himself composition by copying the works of renowned composers, which ultimately led him to win a scholarship to the Michaelisschule in Lüneburg (near Hamburg).

The youngest Bach became a prolific composer and musician. Later hailed as the supreme musical genius of the late Baroque period, Bach composed major works such as St. John's Passion, Magnificat, and St. Matthew's Passion, which reflect his strong religious affiliations to the Protestant church. Known as a father figure to many composers, Bach was indeed quite "fatherly"; he had twenty children. (This composer was prolific in all senses of the word.) However, his greatest legacies lie in his music, particularly his Mass in B Minor.

Though Bach was a devout Lutheran, he wrote this Catholic mass in hopes of acquiring enough attention to secure a position in the court of Friedrich August II, the Elector of Saxony. One of the most well-known masses in history, this Latin mass is written for soloists, chorus, and orchestra. It was assembled in its entirety between 1747 and 1749. The aria "Laudamus Te" is part of the "Gloria," one of the five Ordinary Mass parts performed in a daily Roman Catholic Mass. "Laudamus Te" is written in ternary (ABA) form, which permits the initial upbeat melody of the piece to return, ending the song in a major key. Long phrases that sustain syllables show the importance of the text, such as the opening phrase, "Laudamus te," meaning "We praise you." This piece is a religious recitation, and it repeats four phrases over and over again. All four phrases end in "te."

The rhythms of this piece are quite demanding. This song requires skill and also conditions the singer's breathing techniques. Because of its degree of difficulty, it was used by the Royal Academy and Royal College of England as a test piece for auditioning mezzo-sopranos. This aria is performed with a soloist on the violin, who serves as an equal partner. Though the mass was not performed for fifty years after its composition, it regained popularity in the nineteenth century and is still performed regularly.

"Ch’io mi scordi di te? Non temer, amato bene" K. 505
At a young age, the most influential man in Western art music adapted some of Johann Sebastian Bach's sonatas and would sometimes practice with a "handkerchief over the keyboard" so as to improve his dexterity. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born on January 27, 1756, in Salzburg, Austria, and died on December 5, 1791, in Vienna. Following in his father's musical background, Mozart began to improvise short pieces and was competent on both the violin and the keyboard at age five. His astonishing talents led to a performance tour throughout Europe at the age of six, where he played for royalty and the wealthy citizens.

The world is lucky that Mozart's talents were discovered and nurtured from such a young age. His first symphonies were composed in London before the age of ten, and by age fourteen, Mozart's first opera seria, Mitridate, was completed. Mozart composed in every major genre: string quartets, concertos, chamber music, and several well-known symphonies, but his greatest passion lay in opera. Some of Mozart's operas include Idomeneo (his first "great" opera), Così fan tutte, The Abduction from the Seraglio, The Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni, The Clemency of Titus, and The Magic Flute. He also composed what are called concert arias, which are written for performance in concert, as opposed to a performance in an opera. The concert aria entitled "Ch’io mi scordi di te? Non temer amato bene" was written in 1786 and uses the text from an earlier aria K. 490, "Non più. Tutto ascoltai. Non temer, amato bene," an extra number that had been added to the opera Idomeneo for performance during the Lenten season.

Written for the character Idamante in Idomeneo, the introduction was entirely reworked with different music and text. In the opera, Prince Idamante and Princess Ilia are lovers. However, Ilia and Idamante's relationship is a Romeo-and-Juliet situation, so Ilia resigns herself to having to give up Idamante to Elektra, a conniving woman who is also in love with him. This piece is Idamante's agitated response to Ilia after learning she feels they must break off the relationship.

A sorrowful recitative, which is a speech-like style of delivery performed before the aria, begins with the question "Ch’io mi scordi di te? Non temer amato bene," meaning "You ask that I forget you? Fear nothing, my beloved." The aria itself has two sections: first there is a slower passage in a ternary form (ABA), which serves as a secondary introduction. During this section, Idamante is reassuring Ilia of his love for her. After this, Mozart writes the rest of the aria in a rondo form (ABACDEA), a form whose multiple sections allow Mozart to show the conflicting emotions of Idamante. His character becomes agitated in this latter half, which Mozart supports by speeding up the tempo of the song. There are outpourings of emotion with the phrases "sempre il cuor sara," meaning "my heart will always be yours," "Stelle barbare," meaning "barbarous stars," and "stelle spietate!" meaning "pitiless stars!" that add to the drama of the piece. Mozart later juxtaposes the rapid-fire text delivery and emotion in the ternary section with a slower, more deliberate syllabic setting of the text, which is the way that he ends the piece. The repetition of "un fido cuor" – "a loyal heart" – is written in the highest range of the entire aria, emphasizing this message that his heart is and will forever be loyal. Idamante ends his song by begging the heavens to have pity on his heart. "Ch’io mi scordi di te? Non temer, amato bene" is a display of Mozart's prowess in setting text to music.